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Otilie (own-named) was a weak tropical storm that formed over the Tyrrhenian 

Sea. The cyclone was unique because it did not have a precursor extratropical or 

subtropical stage like the most Mediterranean tropical systems. It formed over warm 

waters as a broad area of low-pressure with deep convection and then it developed 

gradually as the classical tropical cyclones. Although Otilie did not make landfall, it 

produced heavy rains in Sardinia (mainly during its developing phase) and in NE 

Tunisia. 
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Synoptic history 

In the middle of September, zonal flow dominated over North Europe and series of 

extratropical cyclones affected the British Isles and Scandinavia, while a large anticyclonic 

belt extended from France to South Russia. South of this anticyclone, sometimes small, 

shallow cyclonic areas developed over the Mediterranean Sea filled with warm and instable 

airmass, what caused thunderstorms and mesoscale convective systems, mainly in the western 

part of the Sea. 

On 17 and 18 September, clusters of thunderstorms developed over North Africa and 

western Mediterranean Sea forced by a short-wave upper level trough, which led to the 

formation of a shallow cyclone near Sardinia on 19 September. This cyclone got blocked over 

the Tyrrhenian Sea on the next few days, where the sea surface temperature was around 

26 °C. The cyclone was located in a light shear environment; moreover, the upper-level flow 

was divergent over it, which helped the development of the system. On 19 September the 

cyclone already produced sustained and deep convection with cloud top temperature around  

-65, -70 °C, but the surface center was still weak and disorganized (Fig. 3). Due to the 

favorable conditions, the cyclone continued its gradually development on the next days. On 

20 September the surface circulation became much better organized, however it remained 

elongated until the evening hours. The convection also weakened on the previous night, but in 

the daytime spiral bands started to from and the upper level outflow also became better 

defined (Fig. 4). 

Around 1800 UTC 20 September, persisting and deeper convection developed near the 

center while the circulation became more symmetrical based on the satellite images. These led 

to the cyclone became classifiable as a tropical depression. The deep and sustained convection 

continued over the next 24 hours, but this was a bit sporadic with patches of hot towers in a 

larger convective cluster. Although it seems that a mid-level vortex formed in the middle of 

this cluster in the early afternoon hours, the low level center remained well southwest of it 

(Fig. 5), which not allowed any strengthening of the cyclone. But in the afternoon hours, the 

cyclone developed more concentrated and symmetrical deep convection, while the low level 

center relocated under the southwestern edge of this. The organized convection with well-

defined spiral bands and cloud top temperature around -65 °C sustained during the night hours 

(Fig. 6). These indicated that the cyclone started to intensify and became Tropical Storm 

Otilie in the evening. In the midnight hours the thunderstorm tried to wrap around the western 
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side of the circulation, but meanwhile the cyclone interacted with an approaching cold front 

from northwest. Thanks to this, Otilie started to move southward while the airmass became 

drier around the cyclone and the northeasterly wind shear gradually increasing over it. Based 

on the estimates, the tropical storm reached its peak intensity at 0000-0600 UTC 

22 September and slowly weakened thereafter. However, it still produced a large and 

sustained burst of deep convection on its southwest side until the night hours with cloud top 

temperature around –65, -70 °C (Fig. 7). These heavy thunderstorms affected Northeast 

Tunisia, but the center of Otilie never reached the land. In the evening hours, the cyclone 

weakened back to tropical depression as the large convective cluster moved away from its 

center started to collapse. By 0600 UTC 23 September, all of deep convection associated with 

the cyclone dissipated, so Otilie became post-tropical low. It meandered east of Tunisia 

through the day, before degenerated into an open trough of a low pressure on the night hours. 

The remnant of Otilie produced intermittent convection on the next days as moved east-

southeastward, before it merged with a newly developed extratropical cyclone north of Libya, 

which was generated by an another strong cold outbreak and later transformed into Tropical 

Storm Zorbas. 

Meteorological statistics 

Because of Otilie spend its entire time over the water, the available pressure, wind 

(Tabl. 2) and precipitation (Tabl. 4) data was very limited. Besides, only a few ship reports 

were available around the cyclone (Tabl. 3). The most helpful were the ASCAT-A and 

ASCAT-B satellite wind measurements (Fig. 8). 

Winds and pressure 

In lack of landfall, it had not got any accurate central pressure data from the cyclone. 

The closest measurement to the center occurred on early 21 September when the ship 

BAREU51 passed northward on the western side of the cyclone and reported hourly pressure 

data with 1007.6 hPa minimal value at 0500 UTC (Fig. 9). This indicated that the central 

pressure was about 4-5 hPa lower than the UKMet estimation at this time, and probably in the 

previous days too. However, other – but a bit farther – ships reported much higher pressure in 

the next morning, when Otilie’s wind was the strongest. Based on this, the central pressure 

likely did not change much after the first measurements and started to rise on 22 September as 

anticyclonic effects strengthened west and north of the cyclone as the cold front reached the 
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Alps but its southwestern side collapsed. It is possible that the rising environment pressure 

also helped the intensifying of the cyclone earlier with the growing pressure gradient. 

In terms of wind, the most useful measurements came from the ASCAT-A and 

ASCAT-B satellite sensors. Namely, this was the only available data which confirmed that 

Otilie reached tropical storm strength, as the pass at 0937 UTC 22 September captured a 

75 km/h (40 knots) wind vector beneath the strong convection, and also showed more 

55 km/h (30 knots) vectors around it. Beside this, when the cyclone became better organized 

in the previous evening, two measurements were available within 1 hour, which confirmed 

the relatively fast strengthening. The first at 1936 UTC only showed 45 km/h (25 knots) 

maximal wind, but the second at 2039 UTC already 55 km/h (30 knots). Based on all of the 

ASCAT data and the convective organization, it is estimated that the cyclone’s peak intensity 

was 75 km/h at 0000 UTC and 0600 UTC 22 September. As strong convection continued by 

late afternoon on 22 September, Otilie possibly remained a weak tropical storm by 1200 UTC, 

but later weakened to a depression. The ASCAT passes also showed very well the unique 

development of the cyclone. It was still a weak and disorganized, but non-frontal low on 

19 September, and later gradually developed into a well-defined and symmetrical one, while 

the wind speed slowly increasing. This development was very similar to the classic tropical 

cyclone’s formation over the tropical oceans. 

The weather stations on the Sardinian and Tunisian coasts reported sustained winds 

mainly around 30-40 km/h. The strongest wind was 44 km/h in Sardinia (in Capo Bellavista 

on 20 September and in Capo Carbonara on 22 September). In Tunisia, Enfidha reported the 

highest sustained wind of the few available data, which was 39 km/h. However, the heavy 

thunderstorms caused tropical storm force 67 km/h wind gust in Nabeul. The nearby ships 

also reported sustained winds around 30-50 km/h from 19 to 22 September, but the ship 

C6SY3 measured 59 km/h sustained wind at 0900 UTC 22 September about 120-130 km north 

of the cyclone’s center, which also confirmed that tropical storm force winds could occurred 

at this time (along with the ASCAT measurement). 

Rainfall 

Although Otilie was a small cyclone and its convection was located mainly over the 

water, some of the heavy thunderstorms affected Sardinia, Italy and Tunisia. In the first two 

areas this occurred on 19-20 September, when the cyclone was in its developing phase and 

became tropical depression. The amount of rain was mainly moderate with around 20-60 mm 
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per 2 days. On Tunisia, the five-day (19-23 September) rain summaries were mostly around 

20-60 mm too, but the northeast edge of Tunisia got very abundant precipitation. In Nabeul 

fell 205.0 mm and in Enfidha 123.8 mm rain just on 22 September, while the five-day 

amounts were 275.0 mm and 161.4 mm in these cities. The intense thunderstorms on 

22 September caused severe flash floods in the northeast part of Tunisia, especially in Nabeul. 

Storm surge 

As the cyclone was weak, it did not lead to high waves or storm surges. Satellite-based 

altimeter data showed significant wave height (SWH) only around 1.2-1.8 m (4-6 feet) near 

the tropical storm. 

Reanalysis data 

Otilie had been analyzed by ECMWF high-resolution re-analysis data. The examined 

parameters were 300 hPa divergence and winds (Fig. 10), 925 hPa geopotential and 850 hPa 

vertical speed (Fig. 11), 850 hPa equivalent potential temperature and wind (Fig. 12), 500-

1000 hPa thickness and 850 hPa relative vorticity (Fig. 13), 200-1000 hPa thickness and 

300 hPa potential vorticity (Fig. 14) and vertical cross-sections of potential vorticity (Fig. 15). 

The analysis expanded from 0000 UTC 18 September to 2100 UTC 24 September. However, 

only two images are listed here: the first one is at 1800 UTC 20 September, when Otilie 

became a tropical depression, and the second one at 1200 UTC 22 September, when it 

approached the Tunisian coast shortly after it reached its peak intensity. An animation of all 

reanalysis maps is available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n9nVhFdYKg 

As it was mentioned earlier, Otilie did not have a precursor extratropical or subtropical 

stage before it became tropical, and the re-analysis data also confirmed that. Early on 

19 September a weak non-frontal low developed near Sardinia helped by a nearby small upper 

level trough, which generated divergent upper level flows over it. On 19 September that upper 

level trough became a small upper level low, but lost its circulation on the next day. 

Meanwhile, a poleward outflow channel developed north and northeast of the cyclone, 

starching from North Italy to Serbia across the Adriatic Sea, Croatia and Bosnia. This 

enhanced the upper level divergence over the developing cyclone and thanks to this a well-

defined upper level outflow developed in all quadrat over it. When Otilie formed, it already 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n9nVhFdYKg
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had weak warm core with moderate relative vorticity at 850 hPa, but the cyclone inserted 

some dry air from west into the circulation. However, it became mixed out fast and on 

20 September the equivalent potential temperature started to rise in the cyclone’s center. By 

the second half of the day the relative vorticity also became more concentrated and stronger. 

Beside the satellite appearance, these parameters also confirmed that Otilie became a tropical 

cyclone by 1800 UTC 20 September. 

On the next 2 days the re-analysis data showed not much change in organization. The 

cyclone retained its warm core, which was distinct both on the thickness maps and the 

850 hPa equivalent temperature maps. Furthermore, the cyclone’s circulation remained quite 

symmetric and the relative vorticity kept its tropical appearance as it had strong, concentrated 

maximum in the center with small spiral bands around it. In addition, the 925 hPa 

geopotential confirmed the earlier mentioned supposition that both the cyclone’s central 

pressure and the environment’s pressure started to rise around the peak intensity after a cold 

front passes north of Otilie and an anticyclone developed over the Western Mediterranean 

Sea. The warm anticyclone was visible on the thickness maps too and the equivalent potential 

temperature also showed very good the cold front and the colder, drier airmass behind it as it 

got around the Alps from west and east. The western part of this airmass became interacted 

with the cyclone and led to the dissipation of Otilie’s convection by 23 September. The cold 

front also contributed to the weakening by modifying the upper level flows. Thanks to this, 

stronger upper level north-northeasterly wind reached the cyclone that increased the vertical 

wind shear and destroyed the favorable divergence. However, small divergent areas were still 

detectable over Northeast Tunisia by the afternoon hours on 22 September, which helped to 

maintain deep convection at this time. 

The 300 hPa potential vorticity was the highest on 18 and 19 September, when the 

aforementioned upper level trough and weak low still persisted near the surface cyclone, but 

later only weak potential vorticity patches were detectable near Otilie. The vertical crosses 

showed well-defined, but weak potential vorticity tower associated with the cyclone, which 

became a bit tilted with height toward southwest on 22 September, likely due to the increasing 

northeasterly shear. 
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Table 1 Best track for Otilie, 19-24 September 2018 

Day/Time 

[UTC] 

Latitude 

[°N] 

Longitude 

[°E] 

Pressure 

[hPa] 

Wind speed 

[km/h (kt)] 
Stage 

19 / 0000 38.9 9.5 1014 20 (10) low 

19 / 0600 39.0 10.1 1012 30 (15) ” 

19 / 1200 39.3 10.9 1011 35 (20) ” 

19 / 1800 39.9 11.6 1010 35 (20) ” 

20 / 0000 40.5 11.5 1009 45 (25) ” 

20 / 0600 39.9 11.4 1009 45 (25) ” 

20 / 1200 40.0 11.1 1008 45 (25) ” 

20 / 1800 40.0 11.0 1008 45 (25) tropical depression 

21 / 0000 39.5 10.6 1007 45 (25) ” 

21 / 0600 39.1 10.5 1007 45 (25) ” 

21 / 1200 38.8 10.6 1008 45 (25) ” 

21 / 1800 38.9 11.1 1007 55 (30) ” 

22 / 0000 38.2 11.0 1006 75 (40) tropical storm 

22 / 0600 37.7 11.6 1008 75 (40) ” 

22 / 1200 37.1 11.6 1011 65 (35) ” 

22 / 1800 36.4 11.5 1014 55 (30) tropical depression 

23 / 0000 35.8 11.3 1016 45 (25) ” 

23 / 0600 34.9 11.3 1017 35 (20) low 

23 / 1200 34.8 11.6 1017 35 (20) ” 

23 / 1800 34.7 11.8 1018 30 (15) ” 

24 / 0000 34.4 12.0 1018 30 (15) ” 

24 / 0600     dissipated 

22 / 0000   1006 75 (40) 
minimum pressure and 

maximum wind 
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Table 2 Selected surface winds and pressure observation 

Location 

Minimum sea level 

pressure 
Maximum surface wind speed 

Day/Time 

[UTC] 

Pressure 

[hPa] 

Day/Time 

[UTC] 

Sustained (10-

min) [km/h (kt)] 

Gust 

[km/h (kt)] 

Capo Bellavista 

(Sardinia) 
  20 / 1200 44 (24)  

Capo Carbonara 

(Sardinia) 
20 / 1500 1013.1 20 / 1500 44 (24)  

Capo Bellavista 

(Sardinia) 
21 / 0100 1010.5 21 / 0100 41 (22)  

Capo Carbonara 

(Sardinia) 
21 / 0300 1010.6    

Capo Bellavista 

(Sardinia) 
21 / 0600 1011.2 21 / 0600 43 (23)  

Trapani / Birgi 

(Italy) 
22 / 0500 1013.1    

Monastir-Skanes 

(Tunisia) 
  22 / 1200 39 (21)  

Pantelleria 

(Italy) 
22 / 1300 1015.7 22 / 1300 43 (23)  

Capo Carbonara 

(Sardinia) 
  22 / 1500 44 (24)  

Pantelleria 

(Italy) 
22 / 1500 1014.4 22 / 1500 37 (20)  

Tunis-Carthage 

(Tunisia) 
  22 / 1500 37 (20) 61 (33) 

Enfidha 

(Tunisia) 
  22 / 1800 39 (21) 59 (32) 

Nabeul 

(Tunisia) 
22 / 1800 1015.8 22 / 1800 30 (16) 67 (36) 

 

Table 3 Selected ship reports 

Day/Time [UTC] 
Ship call 

sign 

Latitude 

[°N] 

Longitude 

[°E] 

Wind dir/speed 

[km/h (kt)] 

Pressure 

[hPa] 

19 / 1100 C6TQ6 38.6 11.8 240 / 33 (18) 1017.0 

19 / 1300 C6TQ6 39.0 11.8 230 / 28 (15) 1016.0 

19 / 2100 C6TQ6 40.8 11.7 090 / 41 (22) 1016.0 

20 / 0500 BAREU51 39.7 10.3  1015.3 

21 / 0500 BAREU51 39.3 10.2  1007.6 

22 / 0600 A8VE2 37.0 12.1 240 / 50 (27) 1013.8 

22 / 0800 C6SY3 38.0 11.7 090 / 37 (20) 1015.0 

22 / 0900 C6SY3 38.4 11.7 050 / 59 (32) 1016.0 
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Table 4 Selected surface rainfall observation 

Location 

Rain 

on 19 

Sep. 

[mm] 

Rain 

on 20 

Sep. 

[mm] 

Rain 

on 21 

Sep. 

[mm] 

Rain 

on 22 

Sep. 

[mm] 

Rain 

on 23 

Sep. 

[mm] 

Total rain 

[mm] 

Capo Bellavista 

(Sardinia) 
4.0 17.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 21.0 

Capo Carbonara 

(Sardinia) 
0.6 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.8 

Cagliari / Elmas 

(Sardinia) 
27.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.0 

Olbia / Costa S. 

(Sardinia) 
0.4 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.4 

Ponza 

(Italy) 
61.0 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 62.2 

Roma Fiumicino 

(Italy) 
12.4 29.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.8 

Palermo / Punta 

Raisi (Italy) 
0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 

Nabeul 

(Tunisia) 
37.8 32.0 0.0 205.0 0.2 275.0 

Enfidha 

(Tunisia) 
0.8 36.6 0.0 123.8 0.2 161.4 

Monastir-Skanes 

(Tunisia) 
15.6 16.0 7.8 34.6 0.0 74.0 

Kairouan 

(Tunisia) 
11.3 24.2 0.0 26.1 0.0 61.6 

Zaghouan 

(Tunisia) 
- 2.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 11.0 

Tunis-Carthage 

(Tunisia) 
0.0 6.8 1.0 6.0 0.0 13.8 

Mahdia 

(Tunisia) 
19.0 2.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 24.4 

Sfax El-Maou 

(Tunisia) 
0.2 10.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 15.0 

Sidi Bouzid 

(Tunisia) 
3.8 7.0 0.0 15.8 0.0 26.6 
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Figure 1. Best track positions for Tropical Storm Otilie, 19-24 September 2018. The 

triangles mean low/post-tropical and the circles tropical stage. The colors 

represented the estimated wind speeds (from Table 1) at the actual time. The 

position based on satellite images and ECMWF reanalysis.  
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Figure 2. Selected wind and pressure observations with estimated maximum sustained wind 

and minimum central pressure for Tropical Storm Otilie, 19-24 September 2018. 

The stated 6 hourly data mean the maximum sustained wind within a 3-hour 

interval around the marked time in case of all measurements. 
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Figure 3. Infrared and visible (RGB) satellite images of Otilie at 1000 UTC 19 September. 

After the cyclone formed as a weak low-pressure area, it already produced 

sustained deep convection. Source: EUMETSAT / Sat24.com, Kachelmannwetter 
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Figure 4. Infrared and visible (RGB) satellite images of Otilie at 1030 UTC 20 September. 

The cyclone developed curved convective bands by this time, but the circulation 

was still elongated. Source: EUMETSAT / Sat24.com, Kachelmannwetter 
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Figure 5. Infrared and visible RGB satellite images of Otilie at 1030 UTC 21 September. At 

this time, the cyclone had well-defined low level circulation, but it displaced 

southwest of the main convection. The upper level outflow also improved since 

the previous day. Source: EUMETSAT / Sat24.com, Kachelmannwetter 
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Figure 6. Infrared and cloud top temperature satellite images of Otilie at 2145 UTC 

21 September. The cyclone developed sustained, well-defined deep convection by 

this time, and the low level center relocated closer to this; however, it remained on 

the southern edge of the convection. Source: EUMETSAT / Sat24.com, 

Kachelmannwetter 
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Figure 7. Infrared and visible RGB satellite images of Otilie at 1300 UTC 22 September. 

The cyclone still produced deep convection on the southwest side of the 

circulation, which caused heavy rain in NE Tunisia. Source: EUMETSAT / 

Sat24.com, Kachelmannwetter 
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Figure 8. Satellite-based wind data of Otilie between 19-22 September measured by 

ASCAT-A and ASCAT-B sensors. The measurements confirmed that the cyclone 

had not got extratropical or subtropical stage, the small area of strongest winds 

always concentrated to near the center, and the low gradually strengthened day by 

day. Source: NOAA NESDIS 
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Figure 9. Hourly pressure reports from ship ‘BAREU51’ on 21 September. Source: 

Meteocentre 
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Figure 10. 300 hPa divergence (shaded) and winds (vectors and contours per 10 m/s from 30) 

over the Central Mediterranean Sea at 1800 UTC 20 September and 1200 UTC 

22 September. Data source: ECMWF (Hungarian Meteorological Service, István 

Ihász) 

 

Figure 11. 925 hPa geopotential (shaded with black contours) and 850 hPa vertical speed 

(shaded patches, without the -0,5 to 0,5 Pa/s range) over the Central 

Mediterranean Sea at 1800 UTC 20 September and 1200 UTC 22 September. 

Data source: ECMWF (Hungarian Meteorological Service, István Ihász) 
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Figure 12. 850 hPa equivalent potential temperature (shaded) and winds (vectors and 

contours per 10 m/s) over the Central Mediterranean Sea at 1800 UTC 

20 September and 1200 UTC 22 September. Data source: ECMWF (Hungarian 

Meteorological Service, István Ihász) 

 

Figure 13. 500-1000 hPa thickness (contours per 10 m) and 850 hPa relative vorticity 

(shaded) over the Central Mediterranean Sea at 1800 UTC 20 September and 

1200 UTC 22 September. Data source: ECMWF (Hungarian Meteorological 

Service, István Ihász) 
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Figure 14. 200-1000 hPa thickness (contours per 10 m) and 300 hPa potential vorticity 

(shaded) over the Central Mediterranean Sea at 1800 UTC 20 September and 

1200 UTC 22 September. Data source: ECMWF (Hungarian Meteorological 

Service, István Ihász) 

 

Figure 15. Potential vorticity vertical crosses through the center of Tropical Storm Otilie and 

its environment at 1800 UTC 20 September and 1200 UTC 22 September. The 

positions of cross-sections mark with thin white lines on Figure 14. Data source: 

ECMWF (Hungarian Meteorological Service, István Ihász) 


